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Copeland Announces Guidelines
For Initiation Week Activities
By TIMOTHY E. SPENCE
President Copeland, after consid-
ering recommendations made to
him by a Special Committee on
Initiation, last Monday issued new
guidelines for section and club init-
iation week practices.
The committee, which was
Guest Discusses Life,
Books At A Lecture
By KAREN SAPIO
Judith Guest, best-sellin- g author
of Ordinary People and Second
Heaven spoke about her books, her
life, and her writing Tuesday night
in McGaw ChapeL
Serious writers, as opposed to
business people who write books.
Guest asserts, write to inform
themselves. They write what they
want and need to write; what is
going to make their observations
and experiences make sense. The
imparting of information to the
readers is secondary.
Guest told of a friend from high
school who was "the type of guy all
the girls loved, but no one else was
quite sure of. Tom was a star on
S.A.A. Seeks To Unite
Current, Past Students
BY ANGELA MARKER
- There's a new wave on campus!
A connection is being made be-
tween students and alumni in an
organization called the Student Al-
umni Association.
Under the Steering Committee
comprised of Marjorie Kramer (Di-
rector of Alumni Relations), Wendy
Barlow (Assistant Director of Al-
umni Relations), Monica Bowin,
Lee Hearn. Anne Harbottle, Jeff
Todd, and Elaine Sherwood, the
SAA is attempting to strengthen
and maintain communication be-
tween current students and alumni
through a structured format of
activities which will introduce un-
dergraduates to the alumni pro-
gram, assist alumni staff in off and
on campus activities, and make
students aware of alumni accom-
plishments and contributions to the
College using the Wooster Maga-
zine, Wooster Reports, and The
Wooster Voice as their media.
SAA's kickoff on Jan. 13 proved
to be a success. Kramer was "de-
lighted at the response. Students at
Wooster will be alumni approxi-
mately four times longer than they
will be as students."
Basically, the Steering Commit-
tee's goal is to broaden the per-
spective on alumni. According to
Bowin, "There is Life after Woo-
ster," which is why, according to
Barlow, "it's important to know
Just how active the alumni is." .
For the uninformed, after one
quarter at"Wooster, the student is
named by Copeland to "assess the
compatibility of pledging and initia
tion activities with the Code of
Social Responsibility," was
prompted when members .of the
faculty voted last June to urge a
review of initiation practices.
According to Copeland, the new
the swim team and hung around
with the president of the class and
was always calling me 'Hey
Guestl"The summer between her
Junior and senior years Tom was
killed in a car crash. The whole
class showed up for the funeral,
but Tom's shadow was very faint
throughout her senior year despite
his central place in her class. -
One vivid scene, from Tom's
death, states Guest, took place
when, on being told of Tom's death
by one of his friends, a little boy
remarked, "Oh well, I never liked
him anyway." -
Explains Guest, "It wasn't until a
' '---. Continued on Pass 5
considered an alumni. The SAA is
offering an opportunity for the stu-
dent to learn from those who have
traveled the same paths that they
are now traveling.
The Student Alumni Association
is open to any undergraduate who
is interested in promoting the past,
present, and future of the College
through interaction with alumni.
Garcia Concert Cancellation
Creates Problems At S.A.B.
BY TIMOTHY E. SPENCE
Last week's decision by Lowry
Center Director Hal Closson to nix
a recommendation by the Concert
Committee of Student Activities
Board to host the Jerry Garcia
Band at Wooster prompted at least
one student lead to suggest that
Closson was "job-scared-."
' Closson's action, which thwarted
the Concert Committee's effort to
schedule Garcia for the end of the
winter term, was predicated on a
number of factors, including "the
economy," as well as the-overa- ll
costs of the Garcia booking.
According to Closson, the cost for
a Garcia performance is 122,000 to
$24,000, "and possibly more." Clos-
son said that "the performance of
the economy" nationwide hs re-
duced concert attendance, and he
said Wooster would not be immune;
guidelines are based upon a recent-
ly passed Ohio state law which
makes "hazing" practices illegal.
The text of initiation prohibitions
Issued by President Copeland's
Special Committee on Initiation ap-
pears on Page 5.
and upon "guidelines adopted di-
rectly from national fraternities."
Under the recommendations
adopted by Copeland, the President
and chairman of Campus Council
will each appoint three members to
a standing "Initiation Committee."
The committee will have "broad
powers" to oversee initiation, biolo-
gy Professor James Perley, a
member of the Special Committee,
said.
Copeland stressed that while Ini-
tiation Committee members will
"have the power to suspend initia-
tion activites if violations of the
new guidelines are perceived," he
said that the Committee on Initia-
tion "win deal with organizations as
organizations.".'.
- "We have not' abridged any indi-
vidual rights by providing the Ini-
tiation Committee with the power
to suspend activities or charters of
a section. An organization is the
creation of a community, and Cam-
pus Council has always had the
ability to revoke a charter." Cope-
land said. .
The President noted that "Judi-
cial Board is still available to
protect the rights of individuals."
Asked if sections accused of
wrongdoing have the right to ap-
peal a ruling made by the Initiation
Committee. Copeland cited a provi-
sion in Section 4 of a public letter
be issued Monday. That section
gives "the Initiation Committee ...
complete and final authority to
suspend or revoke" a section or
Continued on Page 5
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Leslie Prescott Day, a professor of classics, spoke at cca voca-
tion Wednesday morning on Kavousi, an archaeological site ia .
Crete where she studied recently. Photograph by Uichael
Veloff. . , .- -Archeology Not As Fun
As Movies May Portray
By ELIZABETH KOREMAN
AND RICHARD DURISHIN
What do Dorians, does and the
crowd at Timken Gymnasium
would have been required to make
the Garcia booking financially fea-
sible. , Morris, who indicates that
she "wants , a concert," believes
that Wooster "does not really have
the facilities for a major concert,"
like Garcia.
Ken Dixon, chairman of the Con-
cert Committee, and organizer of
the move to schedule the Garcia
Band for Wooster. said that he has
"problems understanding why"
Closson would not accept: the Gar-d-a
booking.
In a meeting of Concert Commit-
tee members. Closson and Morris
last Mon.. Jan. 27. Dixon presented
his concert proposal, but it was
rejected by Closson.
According to Dixon. Closson
Continued on Page
Dark Ages have in common was
the question posed by Professor
Leslie Day of the Department of
Classical Studies at Wednesday's
convocation.
Archeology, according to Day. is
not exciting in the way it has been
portrayed in a recent movie:
"Raiders of The Lost Ark." Day
herself must brave funding agen-
cies, foreign cuisine and bugs, not
collapsing caves with golden trea-
sures. v".' ' ;
Day's excavations centered at
Kavousi. Crete: a settlement on a
fertile plain which had been Inhab-
ited since 3,000 B.C. From 2,600
B.C the island of Crete was inhab-
ited by the Minoans, a peaceful
trading people whose complex so
ciety peaked in 1450 B.C and col
lapsed soon afterwards..
This period was followed by the 1
Dark Ages from 1200 to 700 B.C
The era is called Dark because the
remains are so scanty and writing
was lost. Real evidence of the
period . comes from Homer and
according to Day: "Any period
which produced the Clad and the
Odessey cannot be called illiter-
ate." . . .
Continued on Page t
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Staff Opinion:
Student's Voice Ineffective
Two announcements made recently raise the question of how
sensitive Administration really is to the students' wants and needs.
First, although Ken Dixon had shown campus support, Hal Closson
decided that Jerry Garcia of the Grateful Dead should not be signed
for a concert later this quarter. Second, the Special Committee to
Review Initiation released their suggestions for future Hell Weeks.
There are certain problems that most students cannot accept as
good reasons for the decision not to allow Jerry Garcia here. The
most glaring problem is that there never was any coherent reason
given for not allowing Garcia here. There were some random
comments about "not allowing sex and drugs on campus" and "bad
timing" and "the economy is not right." However, when one
considers that Jerry Garcia alone would easily fill the Timken
Gymnasium (considering that he has not played in this area for
nearly five years), drawing people from Cleveland at the very least
and certainly from a much wider area.
Ultimately what it comes down to is that the students' desires
are being ignored. Mr. Dixon and others proved that there was
already much support on campus for the Garcia concert, collecting
some 300 signatures and 200 comments from not only students, but
from faculty members and administrative staff as well. With such
support already demononstrated on campus, it is not illogical to
assume that a concert would also draw well from area colleges and
communities.
The greatest contradiction of all is that Mr. Closson claims that
he "loves concerts." Perhaps he was referring to a Beethoven
concert, but, in all honesty, that would not do as well as Jerry
Garcia. The point of the matter is that the tickets are not bought by
Mr. Closson himself. They are bought by the student and area
residents, who will not pay to see junk. They will, however, pay to
see good music. The idea of the Concert Committee was to provide
some student say in the various events that take place on campus.
Had we known that any time a good idea would be brought up that it
would be ignored, then a lot of time and effort by some people
dedicated to making Wooster more enjoyable wouldn't have been
wasted.
With regard to the suggestions given by the Initiation Committee,
all I can really say is that they went a little bit too far. Undeniably,
there had to be some controls on the process of initiation, but the
guidelines set forth last week take all the challenge out of Hell Week.
About all that will be allowed under the new proposal is a one-ho-ur
tea party for five days, with a little more time allowed on weekends.
Some of the proposals are outright ridiculous. Requiring actives to be
submitted to initiation as if they too were pledges breaks the spirit of
Initiation Week. The actives have already survived Hell Week. Now
it's up to them to guide a new group through the same as they went
through. That particular proposal seems to call for present members
to re-pled- ge, and this is an unacceptable burden for those who would
like to Join a section or club.
The only proposals in the new guidelines which make sense are
those restricting physical or mental duress or utter degradation.
These guidelines are all that are needed to insure both a safe and
yet enjoyable Hell Week. Nonetheless, the committee decided to
earry further and destroy the intent of initiation by placing so many
restrictions on pledge activities that pledging loses its importance.
After surviving Hell Week, one has a sense of accomplishment, of
having succeeded in proving that you not only found the people you
want to be with but of proving yourself loyal to them. A successful
pledge feels good, not abused. None of the proposals, save those
mentioned above (if the statement about actives were removed from
the first proposal, then it makes some sense) are designed to make
initiation any better. They were designed to reduce the initiation
procedure to a meaningless waste of time. One hour a night is not
enough time for the actives to judge a pledge. Few activities that
have been used in the past will be allowed, and the sections and clubs
themselves will ultimately suffer the most for this.
Were the administration more attentive to the students' needs or
desires, these problems would never have surfaced. Rather, it seems
that the more we pay to attend a liberal arts college, the less say e
have in how to run our own lives. As one student put it, "we're
coming here to be educated in the ways of the world, yet we're not
allowed to make our own decisions."
We are not high school students. We are mature college students
who know for the most part what is best for ourselves, and we feel
that we have the right to have a voice in how our activities are
directed.
Daniel J. SDtortkl
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Elimination Of Debate
Gets Further Criticism
Editor:
It's a sad day when a liberal arts
college with a Judaeo-Christia- n
heritage eliminates, or reduces to
pygmy size, a more than respect
able national collegiate debateprogram (Jan. 21, 1983, Voice).
It's a sad commentary on the
College of Woosters recruitment
program and supposed academic
commitment if young scholars like
Scott Piepho have to go to their
schools to make their contribution
to our nation and church, especially
if they were led to Wooster to
pursue the testing of ideas that
Debate promotes better than any
other intereollegite program.
It's a sad day if the EPC did not
get direct counsel from the Speech
Department or Admissions before
making their decisions. What about
asking the students or graduates of
the program? It's even more sad if
they were really out to "get" the
debate coach.
It's really sad when professors,
who historically have been interest-
ed in students, in creativity, discov-
ery, truth, exchanging ideas, etc.,
hassle and try to intimidate college
debaters (I know) because of miss-
ing some classes instead of encour-
aging and cooperating with them.
Do the professors or administrators
pay the students fees? Is college
education limited to class attend-
ance or one area of dlsipline? For
whom does the institution exist?
Faculty? Administration? Paper di-
plomas?
- 1ft a sad day for Wooster when
articulate scholars, seeking to de-
velop the Creators gift of intellig-
ence, and desiring to make a con-
tribution to some of the most vital
social concerns of our time, are
considered less important than the
tendon and muscle eorp by whatev-
er label it is known.
It's especially sad. for the future
of COW, when such valuable pro
AND Hn5 NAIL IDJ AND DHOPDtt mazrigl. wvnch wane kaNcmrpjin. mmm&. seeswN T&66eRS 6ln(KXH
grams are eliminated at about the
same time requests for financial
support are mailed out to gradu-
ates and families!
Eliminate national level colle-
giate Debate at Wooster? Tragic!
Does anyone else care?
David Belasie
Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio
Wehrly Questions
Closson's Decision
To The Editor:
Once again, in the past four
years that I have been here, Woos-
ter has shown to me exactly what
kind of institution it is.
Perhaps it is Just that Hal Clos-
son is just a little too old to
understand, or too up-tig-ht, or he
has someone else above him influ-
encing his decisions. Whatever the
case, I believe that Ifr. Closson has
made a sad mistake by not allow-
ing Jerry Garcia to play at the
College.
For too long anything associated
with the Grateful Dead has brought
bad images to mind. Believe it or
not, there are many people who
enjoy The Grateful Dead solely for
their unique music (which is the
band's main motive for continuing
to play) and not the drug culture
that is. often times associated with
them.
I am sorry to say Mr. Closson,
that this time I believe your betterjudgement has failed you. As a
Senior, it is my hope that when I
thumb through my Wooster Alumni
magazine during the next few
years, I will see a change In the
way things are run on campus.
However, I may just be a dreamer.
Margaret Wehrly
Box SOU
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THE HOBBIT: A PUPPET PRES-
ENTATION
Tickets will go on sale for all
performances of "The Hobblt: a
puppet presentation" on Feb. 9.
The cost will be $2 for students and
S3 for adults. Tickets go on sale at
Lowry Center Front Desk or by
mail. Send your request and fee to:
The Hobbit, a puppet presentation.
The College of Wooster, Wooster,
OH44C9L
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News
Digest
Compiled by Chris Lose
WASHINGTON President Rea
fan's 1884 Budget proposal of 1848.5
billion faces severe opposition in
Congress, reports Senator Pete Do-men- ici
(R-N.li-
.), chairman of the
Senate Budget Committee. Leaders
of both parties said they would
make significant changes in the
fiscal 1984 plan, which starts Oct. 1,
cutting military spending and
adding funds for jobs. The budget
is an increase of 843.3 billion over
last year, 829.7 billion of that in
crease going to defense. The 1984
deficit will be 8188.8 billion, down
from last year. Budget cuts include
a 8 month freeze on increases in
Social Security and other benefits.
Taxes will be raised by 8146 billion
over 3 years starting in 1986. These
include a 85 a barrel levy on oil.
increasing gas prices by 12 a
gallon and a surcharge of 1 on
taxable income. The plan assumes
unemployment will be steady
around 9.9, inflation around 5
and that the economy will grow
3.9 in 1984. Rep. James Jones (D-Okl- a.)
said, "This is the same stay
the course budget we have seen for
the past two yeras."
WEST BERLIN President
Reagan sent an open letter to the
people of Europe saying that he is
willing to meet Soviet leader An
dropov to sign a treaty "banning
U.S. and Soviet intermediate range,
land-base- d missiles from the face
of the earth." Vice-Preside- nt Bush
read the letter while in Germany
on his 13-d-ay trip to Europe. As he
spoke, about 5,000 protesters
marched through West Berlin
against U.S. missile policy. Andro-
pov responded to the letter, refus
ing the offer and saying it would
strip the Soviet Union of all nuclear
defenses in Europe, while leaving
NATO arms intact.
WASHINGTON The Independ
.
ent Truckers Union Association
President Mike Parkhurst an
nounced a strike to protest the
federal boosts in fuel taxes and
truck fees. Independent truckers
haul 90 of the fresh food in the
nation, plus most of the household
goods and half of the steel. An
estimated 70 of the truckers have
shut down. Scattered shootings and
violence have been reported.
TORONTO A convention has
been called by Canada's opposition
conservatives to elect another lead
er after former Prime Minister Joe
Clark didn't win sufficient support
at the Progressive Conservatives
Conference. Polls show the Con
servatives running well ahead of
Pierre Trudeau's Liberal party.
PASADENA ThT Washington
Reaskins, behind the power run
ning of MVP John Riggins, cap-
tured the Superbowl crown against
the Miami Dolphins with a score of
27 to 17. Riggins ran for 168 yards,
a Super Bowl record.
SEOUL The North Korean
government has accused South Ko-
rea of firing on a North Korean
aircraft in an attack coinciding
with U.S. --South Korean armed
forces war games. The North Kore-
an armed forces have been put on a
"semi-war- " alert. Secretary of
State Shults is to visit Seoul this
week. '
BEIRUT The Lebanese gov-
ernment's Investigation of the Pa-
lestinian massacre in a Beirut refu-
gee camp is stalling due to
inadequate resources, political re-
straints and apathy. The Israeli
commission, however, is preparing
Continued on Page 4
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BY MARCUS D. POHLMANN
A growing number of American
pacifists are asking: "If we take
the lead in disarmament, can we
actually trust the Soviets?"
That was clearly a question on
my mind as I lived in the U.S.S.R.
and taught in a Soviet university
for three and one-ha- lf months this
past falL And I must say, that after
talking candidly with numerous So-
viet citizens and a number of Com-
munist Party members as well, my
answer is a qualified "yes."
Let me explain the basis for my
"yes," the qualifications, and the
final conclusions I draw from all of
this.
Can we trust the Soviets? What
generally seems to underlie that
question is a real fear that the
Soviet Union is ultimately intent on
dominating the world. To that
charge, Soviets make a number of
interesting responses. They argue
that such expansionism would sim-
ply not be consistent with their
ideology, national interest or histor-
ical record.
. On the contrary, they see the
U.S. as the imperialist power, re-
sponsible for the Cold War and the
nuclear arms race as welL Thus,
they ask, "Can we trust the U.S.?"
Ideologically, their Marxist-Lenini- st
doctrine speaks of "indigenous
communist revolutions" and an end
to all imperialism, rather than
imposing communism on other peo-
ples or exploiting their resources
for the aggrandizement of "Mother
Russia."
Marxism-Leninis- m suggests that
capitalism inevitably generates a
small group who own. the control-
ling shares of a nation's corporate
stock; and, therefore, that nation's
political, social and economic sys-
tems will function primarily in the
interests of those capitalists.
But, as the rich get richer, the
poor poorer, and the non-owni- ng
workers become more aware of
their common plight, the lattergroups will band together and
rebel.
tft4: VMI
For example, when large compa
nies continue to move their facto-
ries away from unionized workers
in order to get even cheaper labor,
sooner or later the unionized work-
ers will put their collective foot
down.
Lenin believed that these true
revolutions could not be exported.
He also believed that imperialists
who invade other, countries in order
to exploit their resources must
ultimately be defeated.
Nauonalistically, Soviets argue
that the primary interests --of the
U.S.S.R. are the same as those of
any other nation: self-preservati- on
and prosperity.
In terms of prosperity, they cite
the tremendous gains they have
made in scarcely over a half centu- -
Have
Trust
In
Soviets
ry, and they are particularly proud
that they have done it while follow-
ing their ideology and not exploit-
ing other peoples.
They challenge us to demonstrate
one instance where they have ex-
ploited another country. Even their
supposed "satellites," such as
Eastern Europe, Cuba and Viet-
nam, are all said to be costing
them more in aid than the U.S.S.R.
gains monetarily in return.
And although their own citizens
grumble about such "foreign aid,"
it is simply seen as a price of both
their national defense and their
historically ordained role as the
leader of the communist move-
ment, j
Lastly, they argue that military
adventurism is not necessary for
their self-preservati- on, for they are
already the most self-sufficie- nt in-
dustrialized nation in the world (a
fact which even our own CIA re-
cently confirmed). However, they
are also strident in asserting that
they will pay whatever cost neces-
sary to defend what they have.
.
Historically, Soviets point to their
past as both the reason for. and a
demonstration of. their fervent pac-
ifism and emphasis on defensive
instead of offensive military prepa-
rations and actions. Most impor-
tantly, they have certainly not for-
gotten the pain of World Wars I and
n. '
-- As a matter of fact, as they were
left out of the Marshall Plan, they
are still recovering from World
War II. Consequently. World War
memorials, peace signs and the
talk of peace abound.
Soviets emphasise how much
they hate war. It is literally against
the law to advocate war. And they
stress how their troops have never
been used except in defense of the
motherland and even then, never
beyond their immediately border
ing states.
Debate To Die
With A Flourish
Editor: i
It has been brought to my atten-
tion that the soon to be defunct
debate program is flourishing in its
dying hour. !
Just this past weekend, two de
baters from the College finished in
second place at the Marietta De
bate Tournament Mark Belasic
and Jim Sites, who garnered the
second place effort for the College,
also earned individual honors of
second and third speakers, respec
tively, for the entire tournament
The tandem defeated such im-
pressive opponents as: Miami(Ohio), Akron, James Madison,
Wayne State and Capital on their
way to the finals. Akron fell in the
quarterfinals, Miami in the semi-
finals and finally, the duo lost to
James Madison (whom they had
previously beaten) 2--1 in the finals.
At their present pace, Belasic
and Sites win probably qualify for
nationals. It would be a dying
shame to see two national contend-
ers unable to compete for . the
college next year.
David Bryan
The United States, on the other
hand, is viewed by Soviets as
having a truly fear-inspiri-ng histo-
ry militarily Intervening on nu-
merous occasions from one end of
the globe to the other.
And at present, Soviets are quite
concerned about the more than
500,000 U.S. troops stationed outside
the U.S. in 400 major military
bases, and thousands of smaller
ones: the fact that the U.S. Navy
patrols In every ocean: and the fact
that there are U.S. nuclear bases
scattered about the globe --V a
number uncomfortably close to
their borders.
Lastly, they ask us to show them
one instance where it has not been
the U.S. which has developed the
newest generation of nuclear wea-
ponry, spurring the deadly arms
race.
So, what have I concluded? I find
their arguments convincing enough
to warrant a greater degree of
trust
Their combination of ideology,
national interests and historical
record do suggest a primarily de-
fensive nation.
Yet, I reach that conclusion with
the full realization that they are
likely to continue to invade their
border countries if necessary in
order to keep neighbors such as
Hungary, Czechoslovakia and Af-
ghanistan from drifting into the
Western alliance.
In addition, I also fully suspect
that they will continue to send
arms, and occasionally advisers, to
assist left-win- g uprisings around
the world, as well as to help
communist governments ward off
internal or external threats.
Nonetheless, as long as we both
continue to assume the other "is
coming," no headway will be
made. Bold new initiatives andor
risk-takin- g will continue to be
avoided in order to maintain im
ages of "firm resolve."
Yet. this vicious cycle must be
broken if we are to avoid that
ultimate confrontation which will
lead to a nuclear holocaust There
fore, let us take the lead, assume
the Soviets are not "coming," and
see how that changes the negotiat
ing picture.
Mr. Poalmsnn is a professor
of political science at the
College. Be studied and lived
In the Soviet Union during the
sutnmn term.
Letter To
'Heavenly City'
To the author of "Life in the
Heavenly City."
Aside from the opinion that your
article is either esoteric or Just
plain incoherent I wish to address
one of your comments, namely,
"Real men don't drive Volvos!"
Not only is this statement an
ineffective cutdown (if indeed it
was meant as a cutdown), it was
written in such a way as to offend
the populous of male Volvo drivers.
Logic dictates that with the prem-
ises "Dean Dick drives a Volvo"
and "Dean Dick is not a real man,"
quantifiers are needed to indicate
that "Only some Volvo drivers
aren't real men," or that "Only
Dean Dick is a Volvo driver who is
not a real man."
Otherwise, the statement fails to
exempt innocent male Volvo driv-
ers from being accused of not being
real men because they drive Vol
vos. It is statements like these that
irritate me. and make me glad not
only that I took Dr. Harward's
Formal Logic class, but that I
drive a Volvo. .
--D.G.54
J X
Here
At
Wooster i
Mirns To Deliver
Convocation
By SUSAN FIGGX
What kinds of vocal music say
something about us as a people, are
an important part of our cultural
heritage, speak most directly to the
hearts and minds of Americans?
Most foreigners and many Ameri-
cans would answer either the spiri-
tual or country music These two
quintessentially American form of
musical expression .will be the fo-
cus of lectures on campus next --
week. --
- Wednesday's convocation will
feature "The Spirttnal Songs of
Hope and Survival," lecture-recit-al
by soprano A. Grace Lee
Mlms. The, convocation (contrary
to the Culture Calendar) will be in
McGawChapeL
A graduate of the Hampton Insti-
tute and of Case Western Reserve
University, Grace Lee Mlms has
performed with the Cleveland Or-
chestra Chorus, The Robert Shaw
Chamber Chorus and the William
Appling Sungers, and has toured
nationally with the Decendents of
Mike tad Phoebe, a folk-jaz- z en-
semble made up of members of the
Lee family.
. She Is currently an instructor of
music at the Cleveland Music
School Settlement and is the hostess-p-
roducer of two radio shows,
"The Black Arts" and the "Arts-log-,"
on WCLV-F- M. Cleveland's
Fine Arts Station. She is soloist at
the Falrmount Presbyterian
Church in Cleveland Heights.
William Appling. Miss Mlm's ac--
companyist, is also well known in
the Cleveland area. Chai of the
Music Department at Western Re
serve Academy, is the founder and
musical director of the William
Appling Singers, northern Ohio's
only professional chamber chorus. --
He is also the founder and adminis-
trator of The Summer Music Expe-
rience, an intensive music study
program for high school students.
He has also performed as a guest
soloist with the Cleveland Orches-
tra and the Cleveland Pops.
In addition to the morning convo
cation Miss Mlms and Mr. Appling
will present survey of gospel
musk as part of the Black Studies
Seminar in Lowry Center Room 181
at 4 p.m. Both of these events are
features of Black Awareness Week.
In the last few years country
music has often outsold the pop
charts. Northern cities have experi-
enced a real invasion of country
music as more and more radio
Page 4
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Spence Melts Down
BY IAN HARTRICK
The principle of fratricide (when
one exploding nuclear device caus-
es farther incoming devices to miss
the target or explode off target),
has been demonstrated on the cam-pa- s
of The College of Wooster. The
melt-dow- n of Tim Spence caused
other incoming arguments to ex-
plode harmlessly. Unfortunately.
(Bad News For Your Shoe)
Dogs Do Do At Woo
I like dogs. I also like eats. I would love to be able to keep a dog
or cat. but unfortunately this College has a bunch of mean old
grouches that live in Gilpin who hate animals and will not let
students keep them.
I am forced to admit that those rotten administrators may have
a legitimate reason for banning pets. It is just possible that a student
might come along one year who would not clean up after his pet
After a few weeks the College grounds could become like a giant
litter box.
Now, if almost all of the residents at this College are students,
and stud wits are not allowed to have dogs, why is the short walk
from Kenarden to Taylor so hazardous?
Quite possibly it is because of all those nice people who live
nearby and bring their dogs to the College for a walk. I am sure most
students have seen them. They are the nice people who walk Fifi on a
leash to the College grounds whereupon they unleash Fifi. and then
they do not look back while Fifi sniffs out a good spot Fifi then
comes running back to mumsies and gets leashed again. The walk
then continues normally.
I would like to thank Fifi'i masters for helping to turn the
College of Wooster Campus into a giant toilet They probably win
never know how thrilled I get when I find that I have walked along
the same path that their stupid mutt did.
Now I am not suggesting that people should not bring their dogs
on campus for a walk. I am sure most of the students here would just
love to see Fifi and I am sure Fifi'i parents (and Fifi) love to walk
on the College grounds. What I do suggest is that before Fifi's
parents bring him up here for a walk, they take the little angel for a
short walk in their own back yard. Then when he is no longer a
menace to the College community they should put on his leash and
bring him over.
Thi simple procedure would save the students the trouble of
having to follow Fifi all the way home to return what he left on our
doorstep. john Michael Miano
GRADUATE WOMEN'S
STUDIES SPECIALIZATION
In The M.A. In Philosophy
Earn credentials in both Philosophy and
Women's Studies in one 12-mon- th program
Assist in and qualify to teach both subjects
Engage in independent feminist research
Work closely with highly qualified interdis-
ciplinary faculty
Gain valuable experience in women-oriente- d
institutions and activities
Assistantships available
Write today: Dr. Sheila Ruth, Director
Women's Studies Program
Dept. of Philosophical Studies
Box 43
SOUTHERN ILLINOIS
UNIVERSITY
AT EDWARDSVILLE
EdwardsviUe, IL 62026
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the recapitulation of 1950's rollback
manichaeism by Tim and several
bizarre attempts at value-fre- e,
egalitarian. non-Judgmen- tal (of
them) history of US Russian rela-
tions generated hardly enough en-
ergy to light my Tensor lamp. Tim
needs to stop reading John Dulles'
speeches and the rest need some
non-revision- ist cold war history.
An Affirmative Action, Equal Opportunity Employer
More seriously, a good idea is
being mugged in the dark. Consid-
ering the lack of understanding
obvious in the press reviews, it
deserves an explanation and a de-
fense. Last -- spring George F. Ken-na- n.
Robert MeNamara, and two
other major ex-figur-es in the US
foreign policy establishment
presented some innovative ideas in
an article in foreign affairs entitled
"Nuclear Weapons and the Atlantic
Alliance." They maintain that since
WW H, cheap US atomic weapons
have been the basic counterweight
to Soviet conventional arms. The
willingness to use those weapons
first should the NATO conventional
defense be overwhelmed has been
accepted fact But the current real-
ity of Soviet nuclear parity has
challenged deterence and rendered
its failure a mutual disaster. A
limited nuclear war is impossible
because it would bring destruction
to an and victory to none in the
sure escalation that would follow.
As one might think, the strains on
those asked to destroy themselves
to save themselves is withering- - It
hurts the NATO alliance and
threatens our collective security
effort Retaliation to nuclear weap-
ons use is one thing, automatic
dependence on them should be a
war break-ou- t is another.
The authors believe the solution
to the tactical nuclear trap is a no
first use pledge to match the Soviet
offer, the withdrawal of a major
portion of NATO tactical nuclear
weapons and the strengthening of
the badly outnumbered NATO con-
ventional forces facing the Warsaw
Pact
Such solution would have several
salutory effects: it would broaden
the firebreak between nuclear and
conventional war. reduce European
fears about becoming a nuclear
battlefield, and provide incontrov
ertible evidence of NATO's will to
resist in the event of attack. Some
nuclear weapons would remain in
the NATO arsenal but only to
respond to Soviet first use.
Their approach appeals to me
because they have descended from
the "cloud coo-co- o land" of limited
nuclear war that current strate-
gists feel compelled to adopt be
cause of Soviet conventional superi-
ority and the cost of conventional
arms. Spending money on conven
tional arms is cheaper than having
war, or worse yet a nuclear
exchange. Western Europe should
not be forced to accept sure nucle
ar destruction to "assure" deterr-
ence. No first use will be drawing
NATO's hand away from the button
a few inches while creating a
credible non-nucle- ar response to
potential aggression.
News Digest
Continued from Page 3
its findings. Assad Germanos. head
of the Lebanese investigation says.
"We know the where and when, but
we (till don't know the who and
how." Meanwhile, an ambush in
Southern Lebanon killed one Israeli
soldier and an earlier shelling
killed a French priest The pro--
PLO National Resistance Front
claimed responsibility. Egyptian
leader Hosni Mubarak warned "a
disaster could occur because of
Israel's failure to withdraw its
troops.
ROME The collapse of the
coalition Italian government is
threatened due to the transfer of
the president of the state energy
conglomerate to his former post as
head of the nation's energy com
mission.
El Salvador
True to the Voice tradition. War
ren Seidel's editorial "Support for
El Salvador Prudent" gives a well
detailed account of half the story.
Mr. Seidel elves copious, and occa
sionally adequate, refutation of one
of the primary arguments against
military aid to El Salvador, nameiy
their human rights violations, but
ignores most of the flaws in the
United States' El Salvador policy.
The first paragraph very nearly
states the case against arming El
Salvador. Mr. Seidel states that
"continued aid ... can only serve to
facilitate an end to the long bloody
struggle which has plagued that
country ..." This can be put anoth-
er way. however; although we've
,been arming El Salvador for years,
the bloody struggle goes on, but we
expect continued arms shipments
to bring it to an end.
Not only is the emcacy ox contin
uing arms sales dubious, it is
potentially dangerous. Military aid
to a country signals a military
commitment If that country suf-
fers serious reverses, as this one
has recently, Reagan has strong
motivation to send in the boys and
make sure those nasty rebels don't
succeed in overthrowing the gov-
ernment If this sounds familiar, it
is because the Vietnam war started
in much the same way.
The real tragedy in an this is that
this kind of quagmire could be
avoided if the Administration didn't
insist on taking a hard line against
the rebels. Reagan has refused to
force negotiations between the
Duarte government and the leftist
revolutionaries which we could eas-
ily accomplish using our aid as
leverage. Such negotiations would
facilitate peace in this war weary
nation much more quickly tnan
Here At
Continued from Page S
stations are devoted solely to coun-
try music. Why is everybody listen
ing? 90 of country songs aesi wun
the topics Americans understand
best fighting, drinking and lov
ing. Commentators on country mu
sic see it as a real expression oz tne
American mentality, of the vigor
and power of American creativity.
Hartie's Southern Sounds.
Thnnulav vfninff at T:S0 D.m. in
Lean Lecture Room, Robert
Hartje, Professor of History "at
Wittenberg University, will speak
on "Country music ana ine aouin-er- n
Mind." An enthusiastic collec-
tor of country music. Professor
Hartje will illustrate his lecture
with snippets from bis collection.
Professor Hartje will look at
country music as a reflection of the
contemporary south, and since one
out of three Americans is a south-
erner, he will touch on ways in
which country music helps us un-
derstand not only the south but also
ourselves. "
A native of Arkansas, Robert
Hartje is a World War n veteran
paratrooper. He received bis Ph.D.
in History from Vanderbitt Univer-
sity and has taught a number of
areas at Wittenberg University,
where he' has been consistently
recognized as an exceptionally
good teacher. He --was an early
winner of the Harbison Award
the Danforth Foundation award
made annually to 10 distinguished
Reconsidered
continuation of a civil war which
only serves to polarise the opposing
parties and alienate the people.
In addition to emphasizing the
wrong tactics in El Salvador, the
United States is giving them the
wrong kind of aid. We should be
sending money to attack the root of
the economic problems that caused
the tensions , leading to armed re-
bellion rather than guns to shoot at
a symptom of the problems. When
Reagan took office, he increased
military and decreased levels of
economic aid in an effort to end the.
civil war. As a result, economic
development and land reform
ground almost to a halt while
thousands were killed by American-t-
rained soldiers using Ameri-
can made arms.
Human rights violations have de-
creased somewhat, but they will
continue as long as the government
there fears an insurrection from
within. Our aim should be to bring
peace and stability to this troubled
nation rather than using it as a
pawn in the East-We- st struggle.
Scott R. Piepho
SGA Petitions Due
Petitions for election to SGA of-
fices which have been completed
are due in the SGA office by noon
on Sunday, February 6. No late
petitions will be accepted. Please
slide them under the door if the
office is locked.
Wooster
college and university teachers
across the country.
Professor Hartje began his ca-
reer as a Civil War historian. He
has written a major biography of
General Earl Van Doren (known
for his military incompetence and
erotic adventures). The book is a
debunking of Civil war military
romance and glamor. Professor
Hartje has also developed courses
on the meaning and evolution of
war and on southern history.
More recently he has moved into
American Studies and now coordi-
nates that nrocram at Wittenberg.
. A l11AJ 1 - VI. - .... ,
the celebration in American Histo-
ry Bicentennial USA.
Cornelius To Speak
On Thursday evening at 7:30 in
Lean Lecture Room. Wayne Corne-
lius, head of the center for US-Mexic- an
Studies at the University
of California at San Diego, will
speak on "Mexico! Crisis: What
Does it Mean for the United
States?" The talk will be followed
by a reception for Prof. Cornelius.
Please watch for announcement of
time and place. And please note
that this talk represents a time,
place and topic change from the
Culture Calendar.
Professor Cornelius will also ap-
pear in an open meeting for the US
Foreign Policy Class, speaking On
"The Role of the Foreign Policy
Establishment in the Making of US
Immigration Policy." This talk will
be held Friday at 10 a.m. in Kauke
200.
Text Of Initiation Prohibitions
The following Is the text at prohi-
bitions on Initiation activities mm
issued Monday by President Cope-iMnd'- M
Special Committee to Be-vie- w
Initiation,
Upon the recommendation of the
Special Committee to Review Ini-
tiation, hazing includes bat is not
limited to the following actions and
activities which are explicitly pro-
hibited:
1. Physical acts such as running
and calisthenics, except where it
can be demonstrated that the activ-
ities are not harmful or degrading
and do not push people to their
mits. In order to be approved,
physical activities must have an
educational purpose and must al-
low for individual differences in the
ability level of those participating.
Approved physical activities must
involve pledges and actives equal-
ly.
2. Forced or coerced carrying of
unusual Items such as buckets,
helmets, burlap bags, paddles,
rocks, pledge kits andor signature
books. The possession of informa-
tion or pledge books about Section
or Club members and their charac-
teristics is legitimate as long as all
persons in the Section, actives and
pledges, possess such books and
are involved in learning together
about one another through their
possession, and that the use of such
books, including the required mem-
orization of specific information, be
restricted to the hours allowed for
.initiation activities.
3. Paddling.
4. Forced or coerced eating or
drinking of any substance'.
5. Applying of any substance to
member'spledge's body or belong
Panel Discussion on Armaments
and Disarmament
JohnMiano Kay Fanning
Warren Seidel
Timothy . Spence Mark Stansberry
Sunday, February 6 at 8 p.m.
in the Douglass Lounge
20 VARIETIES
262-01- 63
Hero House welcomes back C.O.W. students from
their break. EKO's will be starting their deliveries
Wednesday, January If . lttS.
Delivery schedule Is as follows!
HOURS
SUM 4 PM-1- 0 30 PM
MON-THUf- tS
.10:30 AM-103- 0 PM
FRt-SA- T
10:30 AM-MIOMG- HT
titMtSt
ttSSJMS
rfS-Tl- S
117ttrt
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ings, such as whipped cream, wa-
ter, paint, flour, etc.
L Forced listening to loud or
repetitious music or recordings.
7. Physical harassment such as
pushing, shoving, tickling, yelling,
screaming, etc.
.
8. Deprivation of sleepor normal
sleeping patterns.
9. Deprivation of normal amounts
of food and water.
10. Individual or group interroga-
tions such as line-up- s. rat courts,
etc.
11. Forced or coerced trips such
as kidnaps and pledge dumps.
12. Putting pledges In any uncom-
fortable setting such as cold or hot
rooms, smoke-fille- d roms, etc.
13. Personal servitude.
14. Assigning pranks such as
streaking, painting objects, panty
raids, and harassing other organi-
sations or individuals.
15. Calling pledges derogatory
names such as ducks, scums, mag-
gots, worms, etc.
16. Deprivation of adequate study
time. -
17. The use of a "test" to deceive
pledges that they will not be initiat
ed.
18. The expectation that :&&shall do anything for the fun
actives.
19. Treasure hunts or scavenger
hunts, except those which are con
fined to campus and do not abuse
property or harass members of the
College community.
20. Forced or coerced wearing of
conspicuous clothing not normally
in good taste.
21. Memorization of facts not
directly related to the organization.
Debbie Smith
OF 15" HEROES
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Henry Copeland
parcia Concert Cancelled
Continued from Page 1
was very Irate and very defensive
during the whole process. I have
problems understanding why." Dix
on noted that the proposal for the
Garcia concert he presented to
Closson and others at the meeting
covered all angles and concerns.
and that he had answers "to every
issue he (Closson) brought up, ex-
cept the economy, over which I
have no control."
Closson, who left the Jan. 27
meeting, denied Dixon's remarks.
and said that statements contained
in a letter Dixon wrote to The
Wooster Voice alluding to "sex,
drugs, rock, and roll" as being
reasons for rejecting the concert
were erroneous.
However, Closson did say In an
interview earlier this week that
"historical experience has proved
that when yon do bring in concerts,
you do have more problems with
drugs in the dorms."
In spite of Closson s remarks,
Dixon said that over 100 people
have signed up to work at the
concert, assisting in both security
and clean-u- p work.
Dixon also said Closson's con
cerns over the cost and economics
New Initiation Guidelines
Are Announced By Prexy
Continued from Page 1
club charter.
When questioned about the possi-
bility of initiation moving off cam-
pus or underground action which
some section members say is likely
given the new guidelines , both
Copeland and psychology Professor
Gordon Collins, chairman of the
Special Committee on Initiation,
said it was unlikely.
"This place is too smalL Every-
body knows what everybody else
does at Wooster," Collins said. He
warned that the Initiation Commit-
tee will still have the power to
"immediately suspend Initiation ac-
tivity" even if initiation went "un-
derground."
"There would be grave risk to
think that going off campus is a
viable alternative." Copeland said.
"Going off campus would be fool-hear-ty
because it is a violation of
state law."
of the Garcia concert were "totally
wrong." "This would have been a
very cheap show for Wooster,"
Dixon said.
"If (the agent) had booked Gar-
cia into Wooster, the agent would
not have booked them anywhere
else. The 'dead heads' (fans or rock
groups) would have come from
every little college in the area,"
Dixon said.
Even if it were financially possi-
ble to host Garcia, Closson said
that schools in the past have bad
problems with the group, and its
parent group, the Grateful Dead.
"Not one school has booked Jerry
Garcia this year, and they are
supposed to be on a college tour."
Closson attributed this poor show
ing to problems other schools have
had in past years with the group.
Dixon, however, said Oberlin host
ed Garcia in recent years and had
"no problems."
Closson, who said that he "loves
concerts," and wants concerts as
much as anyone," indicated that he
is currently making arrangements
to book a concert for the spring
term. Among the possibilities, he
noted, are Pure Prairie League,
Grass Roots and 3 Dog Night
Liberty Studios
All maor brands of photographic equipment
"You'll like our prices!"
located on route 3
Pontax, Canon, Kodak.
Nikon, Klarniya
While reaction from many sec-
tion members has been negative.
Campus Council Chairman Tom
Van Cleef, a section member him-
self, called the new guidelines "a
compromise," and praised the re-
sulting document.
"For a change, we each have ,
individual responsiblity. Not every
single section has violations, but
before everyone was punished for
one section's mistakes," Van Cleef
said.
Collins also praised the initiation
guidelines. "Everyone now has the
same set of guidelines, which was
not the case in the past."
In addition to Collins, Van Cleef
and Perley, other members of the
President's Special Committee on
Initiation were: Ed Esber. Llsabeth
Beatty, Mike Appel, and Ubby
Black: Professors Nancy Garlick
and Mark Weaver; and Associate
Dean of Students Rick Swegan.
Guest Discusses
Life. Books At
McGaw Lecture
Continued from Page 1
after Ordinary People was
written that I realized that writing
that book had been my attempt to
work through my feelings about
Tom's death and my reaction to
that little boy's remark."
The seed for Second Heaven was
in a clipping from an advice col-
umn la s Chicago newspaper. The
letter dealt with child abuse, which
Is a major theme In this novel.
Memories, newspaper clippings,
road signs, bumper sicken, even
remarks from friends, says Guest,
can be like fun: poetry you Just
know that youH have to use It
someday.
Today Guest is not writing a
novel She Is organizing her clip
pings, and reading letters and short
stories. She is also--at work tran-
scribing some tapes of a 75-year-- old
man who, according to Guest, has
seven brothers and sisters he
doesn't talk to. 10 kids he doesn't
talk to and grows the most deli-
cious raspberries In the world.
"I'm not sure yet what rm going
to do with these tapes," states
Guest, "but I have this very deep
feeling of a connection between this
man and me and I feel that some
thing will come out of this work.
There is a great amount of trust in
writing. A writer must trust that
she knows what she is doing."
BIOLOGY SEMINAR
The following seminar has
been scheduled for 1 p.m. on Fri-
days in Mateer GOl :
February 4, THE ROLE OF
COMPOST IN THE SUPPRESSION
OF SOIL-BORN- E PLANT DIS-
EASES by Harry Hoitink, Dept. of
Plant Pathology, OARDC.
TK2
OHOP
The College Hills Shopping Centcri
Phone 2S2-83- 46
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Arts and Cylfiyre
Youth: Talented, Pro's
By BARRY EISENBERG
The group is Musical Youth.
Their album is The Youth of Today.
Playing thick reggae music these
five Jamaican kids have a record
that initially stuns the ear. They
are stunning because they are tal-
ented, professional, and children.
Despite an album cover that sparks
Saturday morning cartoon memo-
ries of Fat Albert and the Cosby
Kids Junk Yard Band, Musical
Youth are serious artists. Lead
vocalist Kelvin Grant is 11-years-- old.
It is true that Michael Jackson
was 11 when 'I Want You Back' was;
a number one hit in 1970, but does
Musical Youth have what is neces-
sary to succeed after the attraction
oftheir ages begins to thin?
Between
The
Grooves
The single from The Youth of
Today is "Pass the Dutchie." It is
pure reggae sung with a thick and
vigorous dialect and splashed with
amusing Jamaican nonsense dit-
ties. The song's message is tradi-
tional to its brand of music: there
is hunger and poverty, so let's let
music be our food and let the spirit
of Jah lead us. "Pass the Dutchie"
has a light sound, interesting per-
cussion arrangements and simple
harmony vocals.
The younger generation are the
hope for these troubled times.
Along with hunger, this theme con-
sistently runs through the majority
of tracks. In "Rockers" they sing.
or
"Me say me young, me say sweet
like any plum." In the album s title
track they warn.
The youth of today has got
lots to say
It's our lives. It's our future
Because we're living today
So don't blame the youth.
In "Young Generation" they cry.
"Young generation come te mash
up de nationCome dis a one, in a
dis a amogidonWe come mash it
in a version slang bang." Finally,
the idea that their parent's genera
tion has fouled things up, and that
it is inevitably up to the children
arrives in "Children of Zion."
Let's learn from our elders
And teach one another (yeah)
Let's unite together
And love all our brothers
Children of the world let's unite.
It seems, perhaps purposely so,
that Musical Youth strays from the
reggae sound on songs that do not
shout traditional reggae messages.
Adolescent love songs such as
"Heartbreaker" and "School Girl"
bear only a trace of Jamacian
influence and resemble any num-
ber of mainstream poptunes.
Bob Marley, Jimmy Cliff, and
Third World are all reggae artists
who managed to occupy a small
space in the virtually closed ear of
the American listener. Musicl
Youth has a fine start in The Youth
of Today toward Joining them if
some original twists can be added
to their music. Their reggae begins
to sound as a stereotyped example
of reggae. The passing of time will
unveil their success. As the phe-
nomena of their youth begins to
age, their sounds will come under
stricter scrutiny.
HISTLE
the college magazine
of literature and
the arts
SUBMIT
your short stories,
poems, essays songs,
photographs, artwork and Ideas
to
David Means Box 2238
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Pictured here is Royal Court, one of the concluding events in The Society for CreativeAnachronism's Day of Medieval Events held last Saturday. Photograph by Franz Jantzen.
Ebeneezer's:
Im agina tive, Deligh tful
BY ANGELA A. ADAMS
EBENEEZER'S
6041 Whipple Ave.
Canton, Ohio
484-675- 8
T-T- h: 11 a.m.-Midnig- ht, Fri. &
Sat: 11 a.m.-- l a.m.. Sun.: 10-- 4(Kitchen closes one hour before
closing). Closed Monday. Master
card, Visa, American Express and
personal checks (with ID). Full
BarWine List.
Comfortable atmosphere; attire
can be casual to semi-forma- l. No
Jeans is a good rule of thumb here.
Dinner for two (appetizer, entree,
dessert and drinks incL tax it
tip) $25-$4- 0.
Ebeneezer's is indeed, as their
motto boasts, a civilized cafe. For
within its relaxing and spacious
interior of red brick, natural wood,
tile and brass, trimmed with plants
and freshly cut flowers one may
enjoy a memorable dinner, light
lunch, a nibble with drinks, or
brunch all from the same menu.
Anniversaries and birthdays will
be cheerfully serenaded by a tune-
ful group of waiters and waitresses
upon request In a word, both
Ebeneezer's atmosphere and menu
lend themselves to diversity.
The bar offers a good house wine
served in an elegant, long-stemm- ed
glass for $1.50; Heineken and Mich-elo- b
($1.35 and $1, respectively) are
on draft, and bottled imports are
varied in their availability. Cock-
tails and eye-catchi- ng specialty
TrT
Jflr-- V
drinks, known as 'Neezer's Pleas-er-s
($2.55 each) provide additional
options.
Appetizers range from $2.35 for
tempura-frie- d zucchini fingers(which remain crunchy after
frying) to baked brie and fruit at
$4.50. Most are generous enough for
two. Soups include an excellent,
rich and flavorful French onion
which is undoubtedly homemade.
Though a good house salad with
crumbled bleu cheese or baby
shrimp don't be afraid to ask for
both is served with many of the
entrees, for a la carte diners there
are several other kinds of salads
offered. Notable among these is the
large spinach salad, topped with a
delectable sweet and sour dressing.
Items appropriate for lunch,
brunch or a light meal would be an
egg creation such as an omelette,
frittata, quiche du jour or the
unusual torte Milanaise. Half-poun- d
burgers, stuffed croissants, crepes
and tempura are also among the
less-fillin- g entree options. Varia-
tions on these items are as creative
as their prices are reasonable
from $4.25-35.9- 5, including an any-
thing goes omelette, fresh sausage
crepes and a brie burger.
Dinner entrees range from $7.25-$13.- 50
served with trench bread, the
aforementioned house salad and
either Doug's dirty rice or potato.
There is no real need to inflate the
bill with options such as steak and
shrimp when the more interesting
choices predominate the $7-$- 8
range. Fetticini Prim avera, for ex
Introducing STUDENT DISCOUNTS
Special offer valid with student I.D.
Haircut $7-$t.- 50
Shampoo. Cut. and Blow Dry $10.59-$13.S- 0 '
Perm (Includes haircut) $34.59-352.5- 3
Call today 2M-22-49
34S N. Marfcat Street WE OFFER THE CUT YOU KEEPWlthln w-,-kln -- l,onc "Downtown Woo.fr
Wa offer hair care for both men and women
ample, is a delightful toss of pasta,
cheese, cream, garlic, sweet red
peppers, artichoke hearts and bay
scallops. Similarly noteworthy are
the empanada and chicken Felix(available on special), flavorful
combinations of meat and lightly
cooked vegetables, wrapped in a
tasty and golden-brow- n crust
Desserts are hard to avoid, espe-
cially .since many are designed to
be shared.' The baked-to-ord- er
chocolate chip cookie and strawber-
ry shortcake are as awesome as
they are delicious. Brewed decaffi-nate-d
coffee as well as a pick from
the wide selection of teas are good
after dinner coffee alternatives.
Since there is so much to choose
from, a broad sampling of several
light courses may be preferable to
fewer heavy selections. The service
is tremendously friendly and com-
petent in their timing and serving
of the various courses. Needless to
say, Ebeneezer's is popular and
especially crowded on the week-
ends. Since reservations are not
usually taken and. as the bar is
small, arriving early is the best
wsy to avoid waiting. On the whole,
Ebeneezer's is an enjoyable restau-
rant, specializing in an imaginative
variety of food. Order - liberally,
taste, sip and savor; there are
plenty of culinary excitations to be.
experienced. For additional direc-
tions, contact the Voice office.
La
Nourriture:
Wooster's
Good Food
Guide
Exclusively
In
The
Wooster
Voice
THE INTERNATIONALIST
Le Centre Beaubourg:
A Monster Of Contemporary Art
Just two weeks ago. on the PBS
news, the reporter described (as
we followed him around a huge
room) the latest art project of a
Japanese electronic sculptor (I)
who put together about 100 televi-
sion sets, all playing at the same
time. That was referred to as art
It was housed in the Centre Beau-
bourg of Paris, the only place In
the world that has the money and
the will to support such an outra-
geous, explosive construction. I
confess my total inability to under-
stand let alone appreciate this
... sculpture, yet Iguess there werepeople who do. But then, that is
what Beaubourg is there for: to
allow all strange, new, very new
things to be expressed, contributing
thus to modern art
Nadine Plante has some more to
say about this monster, Beaubourg,
its origin and philosophy.
Teuie Txavaraa
The Internationalist
BY NADINE PLANTE
Strolling in the center of Paris,
on the right bank of the "Seine."
one could still discover, more than
10 years ago. the huge old covered
market offering so many typical
scenes. At that period of time, any
film producer wanting to express
the deepest atmosphere of Parisian
popular life would shoot in "des
Halles." In the early morning, this
32cdi (3cs3 QjUesteta JUeok
154 C Uhorty. Woertr, Ohio "
14-155- 5
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quarter appeared to be a crowdyjungle where screams,' discussions,
laughs and quarrels were a com-
mon encounter, respecting-thi- s
tradition that transformed the area
in a lively and noisy stage from 4
a.m. to 8 a.m. every morning ...
This was the deep Paris, the
popular Paris, the Paris where
everyone knew everyone else or
acted as if they did. This was old
Paris where stone houses and
paved streets transferred one back
to some decades earlier ... It was
the Paris of gossips, riots and
psychological tensions, the margin-
al Paris that lived out of time ...
the Paris where many linguists in
search of the genuine Parisien "ar-
got" (slang) would go to.
Now, in 1983, the covered market
moved out of Paris and gave its
place to a huge hole filled up with
modern shops, restaurants, bars
and theaters, called "le forum,"(Le. lively forum in Rome where so
many public, social and political
events took place!). Wandering
around, one still finds signs of the.
past, the population has changed. A
whole mixture of rich and poor, of
Parisians and Tourists, of classical
and eccentric people has reshaped
the whole atmosphere.
But why did so many people show
interest in this area?
One gets an answer when, going
544 Spruco St.. Woostor. Ohio
around the corner of a street, she
faces a huge modern and complex
building, standing with an air of
anarchy as a testimony of contem-
porary technology, architecture
and Avant-Gard- e Art. Metal tubes,
glass tubes, red. blue, green, yel-
low: The multicolored museum,
called "le Centre Beaubourg"
raised many comments when it
was opened in 1977.
Many people resented its con-
struction and shape, and said the
scaffoldings had simply not been
removed so much they disliked it
others revolted against the exist-
ing anachronism between the old
quarter and this modern imposing
monster, others loved the original
and daring face of the project and
many felt so amazed that they
could not really make up their
minds whether they liked or dis-
liked this new "toy" being both
terrified and fascinated by the ad-
vanced technology and artistic val-
ues of its new style.
Beaubourg really symbolises
"Modern Art" The reactions it
provoked proved it. Its main goal is
to offer anyone cultural informa-
tion, knowledge and awareness, but
also to promote different kinds of
very contemporary styles, some-
times hardly understandable by
people. This museum, designed by
an Italian and a British architect,
Renxo Piano and Richard Rogers,
was named after the president of
the Government which was in pow-
er at the time when the project was
launched.
It houses four separate activities.
First, there is a museum of modern
art where one can find many paint-
ings, sculptures, and different art
objects (Dali, Picasso, Braque.
Miro. Matisse, Kandlnsky, Na- -
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gritte, Rousso, etc.). Second, there
is a public library holding about
300,000 books, about the same num-
ber of slides, as well as a large
collection of films, microfilms, mi-
crofiches, phonograph records and
so on. Third, there is a center for
industrial design; and fourth, it
includes a center for musical and
acoustic research (IRCAM).
The Center, with its 1 million
square feet surface, attracts the
greatest number of people than
most other monuments (more than
5.5 million a year). Since its open-
ing in January 1977, the Cultural
Center organized shows of 20th
century art, showing the import-
ance and impact of France in the
evolution of modern art
Exhibitions, like "Paris-Pari- s:
Creations en France 1937-1957- ,"
- studied the interesting Interrelation
between great artist, such as Ma-
tisse, Leger, Braque, Picasso ...
Another one, "Le Realisme entre
Revolution et Reaction 1919-193- 9"
was devoted to realism in art itsbirth and existence ...
In front of the museum there is a
huge area that many distractions.
If you've got the chance to be there
between noon and 6 p.m. you might
take some time to stare at those
poets, pantomimes, clowns, men
spitting fire, guitarists or people
playing with marionnets. Art is
coming back to the streets. Going
from one group to another, you will
feel as if you were rediscovering
the charm of those buffoons who,
few decades ago, traveled from one
place to another showing their tal-
ents.
Seen as a rather complete cultur-
al center. Beaubourg is defintely
making a subjective choice when
selecting its small or big exhibi-
tions; few trades of classical art
are present all deals with abstract
art, surrealism and avant-gard- e.
Going there, one Is more likely to
find strange, esoteric paintings
rather than paintings following
classical, rales of aesthetic ism. .
Willingness to break classical
values?
Strength to go always forward?
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Provocation, as art often Is in the
twentieth century, wanting people
to question the goals of life and
art?
Beaubourg offers many subjec-
tive answers to those questions!
Student Complains
About Youngsters
Editor.
This quarter has been a signifi-
cant increase in the number of non-stude- nts
in Lowry Center. This
increase is In the form of local
unsupervised juveniles. They are
present In ever increasing numbers
and are getting more vocal anddisruptive. This building is for the
use of the college community and
for the needs of the student This
cannot be accomplished when the
services provided for the students
are being used by these unsuper-- '
vised delinquents.
.
A point in case was when a
student needed to make a telephone
call and found both telephones
busy. This is not that bad except
that the children that were using
inem were tailing back and forth
between extensions and were not
receptive to the student's need to
call outside the building. Also these
children are very rude to other
college students who happen to be
in the building that night
There must be some action taken
to preserve the student union for
the students. It provides a neces-
sary service that Is already overex-
tended In some areas. The Influx of
these detrimental juveniles in Low-
ry Center must be nipped In the
Dud before tt engulfs all of us who
need the services of the student
A Concerned Student
SATURDAY
FRIDAY
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Student Drinkers Decrease;
First Time Since The 1950s
(CPS) The number of students
who drink alcohol now estimated
at 82 percent of the approximately
12 million college students in the
nation 'may have leveled off for
the first time in two decades, two
university researchers report.
Moreover, alcohol abuse and the
side-effec- ts of heavy drinking have
also steadied for the first time in
years, according to the preliminary
results of a study of over 5000
college students in all 50 states last
semester.
The number of students who
drink has been rising steadily since
the-- early 1950s, numerous studies
and surveys over the years have
found.
But now, the first nationwide
survey of college drinkers indicates
the 20-ye- ar rise in the number of
student drinkers may have reached
its apex.
"There have been a number of
regional surveys done over the
years, but because they were all
done by different researchers in
different parts of the country, they
lacked continuity," explains David
Hanson, associate professor of soci-
ology at the State University of
New York College at Potsdam, who
co-autho- red the study along with
Indiana University health and safe-
ty Professor Ruth Engs.
Based on research Engs had done
in the mid-seventi- es, the two re-
searchers say their new study
points to a significant leveling-of- f
in drinking and alcohol abuse by
students.
Encs and Hanson noted only a
marginal increase in the level of
student drinking, far below the rate
of earlier years.
And while the number of drinkers
appears to have peaked at 82
cent, Hanson and Engs add that
heavy drinking and problems asso-
ciated with alcohol abuse fight-
ing, lateness to class, and damag-
ing university property are also
leveling off.
The proportion of heavy drinkers
has increased from 12 percent in
the mid-seventi- es to 17 percent, not
nearly the increase some officials
had feared. Hanson says.
He thinks part of the reason for
the leveling-of- f might be because
students are substituting other
drugs, such as marijuana, in place
of drinking.
Also, he says, with such a high
level of students drinking already,
any increase in drinking levels will
most likely occur more slowly than
in the past
The study did find disturbing
increases in some areas, though.
The number of students who
drive while drinking, for instance,
has increased from, 28 percent in
the mid-seventi- es to over 45 per-
cent last falL And the number of
students reporting hangovers and
other post-drinki- ng health problems
Jumped from 57 percent to over 68
percent In the same period.
Women who labeled themselves
as heavy drinkers also Increased
from just under five percent In the
mid-sevent- ies to over 11 percent,
though the study found more men
than women drink.
Among the other findings: white
students drink more than black,
religious students drink less, and
the lower a student's grades are
the more apt he or she is to be a
heavy imbiber.
And even if, as the study sug-
gests, student drinking has leveled
off, college officials stOl have to
deal with significant problems re
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lated to campus alcohol abuse.
Accidents, vandalism and other
crimes, and even occasional deaths
have moved many campuses to
institute new, get-toug- h drinking
policies over the last few yean.
Arizona state, for instance, nas
stopped selling beer at the school's
stadium to help cut down on stu
dent alcohol consumption.
Alministrators at Babson College
have instituted a new drinking poli-
cy forbidding beer kegs in resi-
dence halls and fratnerity houses.
and banning all public drinking on
campus.
At the University of Pittsourgn,
where a football player fell to his
death last month after drinking at
campus party, officials are devel
oping tougher alcohol regulations
and may even place a morato
rium" on student parties.
And a Youngstown State fraterni
ty recently held its second "dry
rush" in a year. New members like
the idea, says Sigma Alpha EpsOon
President Dennis Demartino. and
members' grade point averages
have increased dramatically since
the "no alcohol" policy was insti
tuted.
Increases Hold At Many Campuses
(CPS) After nearly a decade of
annual tuition and fee hikes that
have lately become semester-by-semest-er
increases, some schools
are actually pledging to put future
fee hikes on hold for the moment-Face- d
with the prospect of pric-
ing their students out of college,
some colleges in Hawaii, New
York. West Virginia, California,
Arkansas. Massachusetts and Tex-
as, among others, have adopted
"freezes" to halt temporarily the
dramatic escalation of tutition and
other fees.
A lower inflation rate, salary cuts
and other belt-tighteni- ng efforts are
enabling the schools to hold student
costs to 1982 levels, they say.
Sometimes the "freeze" is noth-
ing more than foregoing a previously-unplan-
ned mid-ye- ar tuition hike,
though such increases have become
common over the last two years on
campus.
West Virginia University offi-
cials, for instance, recently decided
against increasing student fees by
$50 this semester because "stu-
dents and their families already
have made financial plans for this
academic year and we dislike
adding to their burden in these poor
economic times."
To make future increases less
burdensome, promises WVU Presi-
dent Gordon Gee, the school will
"propose any increase well in ad--
q f rosiuai q OOOOOO
Campus Paperback Bestsellers
. Hitchhiker Guide to the Galaxy, by Douglas Adams.
(Pocket. $2.95.) Companion to the PBS TV series.
2. A Few Minutes With Andy Rooney, by Andy Rooney.
(Warner. $2.95.) Humorous essays by the TV personality.
3. The Restaurant at the End ol the Universe, by Douglas
Adams. (Pocket. $2.95.) Successor to "Hitchhikers Guide.
4. Items from our Catalogue, by Alfred Gingold.(Avon. $4 95.) Spoof of the L. L. Bean catalogue.
5. Real Men Don't Eat Quiche, by Bruce Feirstein.
(Pocket. $3.95.) A hilarious guide to masculinity.
.The Legacy, by Howard Fast. (Dell. $3.95.) The saga of
the San Francisco Lave tie family reaches the 8Q's.
7. Enchanted Broccoli Forest, by Mollie Katzen. .(Ten Speed Press. $11.95.) Vegetarian recipies.
8. An Indecent Obsession, by Colleen McCullough.
(Avon. $3.95.1 Ms. McCullough's latest work of fiction.
9. The Valley Girls' Guide to Life, by Mimi Pond.
(Dell. $2.95.) How to live San Fernando Valley style.
10 Garfield Takes The Cake, by Jim Davis.(Ballantine. $4.95.) Fifth book on the famous cartoon cat.
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vanee" so students and their fami-
lies will have time to play for them.
Mlllersville State College in
Pennsylvania will also, offer its
students "next year's education at
last year's prices," says President
Joseph Caputo.
And officials at Springfield Col-
lege, a small, private Massachu-
setts school, have agreed to freeze
tuition and room and board charges
until next September.
"The continuing rise in college
costs was really affecting our stu-
dents," explains Springfield spokes-
man Joseph If eAleer.
Last year, he adds, the college
lost nearly 100 students who could
no longer afford tuition and housing
charges.
"In light of the economy and the
cuts being made in Washington, we
wanted to take some action to help
our students. Now, at least, when
families sit down to budget their
expense, they'll be guaranteed
what their college expenses will
be," HcAleer explains.
Springfield students will no doubt
appreciate the gesture. Tuition and
fees have risen an average of 10-to-- 15
percent a year for the last five
years, McAleer says, from 13939 in
1979 to $8880 this year.
A recent American Association of
State Colleges and Universities(AASCU) survey found that state
college costs rose much more slow-
ly than expected this year, al-
though researchers were at a loss
to explain why.
While reluctant to predict if other
colleges might Join in this freeze
movement, AASCU spokeswoman
Meredith Ludwig says that "all
schools are very concerned now
with not imposing too much of a
cost burden on their students."
The movement is hardly general
in scope. Many schools have al-
ready announced increases for next
year to help compensate for often-drast- ic
state budget cuts. Even
traditionally-'free- " California com-
munity colleges may impose tuition
for the first time next falL
Less-egalitari- an schools will.
Princeton wants to raise its tuition
to $12,900 next fall, a 13 percentjump.
That's about par for the course
among Ivy League schools, Yale
officials admit M.LT. may also
soon raise its rates.
Jazz Star Brubeck To Play
Jazz will be highlighted at the Renaissance Theatre.Mansfifeld. Ohio,
when Dave Brubeck and his quartet make their first area appearance for a
concert, Friday, March 4, at 8 P.M.
Brubeck. a legend in keyboard jazz, has inscribed bis personal
signature on jazz music since earning his music degree from The College
of the Pacific and serving in World War n. The Dave Brubeck Quartet,
formed in 1951,- - rose to national prominance within a few years. "A jazz
event of this magnitude will only come to Mansfield once in a decade,"
according to Kick Sowash. executive director of the Renaissance Theatre.
This appearance of Brubeck became possible because he will be appearing
the following night at Oberlin College.
Time magazine featured Brubeck on its cover hi 1954. the first modernjazz musician to be so honored. He and Louis Armstrong were the first two
musicians elected to the jazz Hall of Fame. The Dave Brubeck quartet was
consistently voted the top group in jazz polls from the mid 50's to the late
60's. Highlights of the 1982 season were performances with the Kool Jazz
Festival in major cities, the Hollywood Bowl Playboy Festival, Concord
Jazz Festival. Montreaux, and the Monterey Jazz Fetival as well as a
smashing Japanese tour.
Tickets for Dave Brubeck are available by calling the Renaissance
Theatre at 419-522-27- 28.
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fine "emancipated minora" as
someone under 18 who "is married,
economically independent or lives
away from home. I think a great
many 17-year-- old college students
might fit in there somewhere."
Planned Parenthood has sued to
stop the rule, which outgoing HHS
Secretary Richard Schweiker an-
nounced the day before resigning
from his position.
At his resignation press confer
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Wooster. Ohio
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Many Students May
Escape 'Snitch Rule'
WASHINGTON. D.C. CPS)
The new "snitch rule" that will
require family planning advisors to
tell parents when teenagers get
birth control drugs or devices ap-
parently wont have much of an
impact on college students, observ-er- s
aav.
The rule applies to "unemanic-pate- d
minors" under 18. The legal
definition of "emancipated" may
"vary from state to state," says
Russell Mack, a spokesman for the
U.S. Dept. of Health fc Human
Services (HHS). -
"It may be that you'r married or
living away from home, or that
you're financially independent" he
points out "It's however the state
in any given area defines it"
"In most of those cases, I think
most of the women on campuses
would be excluded from the rule."
he speculates.
"It depends if it's a rural or an
urban area." adds lfimi Barker,
media relations coordinator for
Planned Parenthood's New York
headquarters.
"But generally the biggest, most
tragic impact of this rule will be on
the younger teenager who's not in
college." she says.
Barker says states generally de
ence. Schweiker said liargeret
Heckler, nominated to succeed
him. may "want to reconsider"
implementing the rule.
The rule stipulates that birth
control advisors at any of the 4000
clinics that take Public Health
Service Act funds must tell parents
when they prescribe birth control
measures to the "unemancipated
minors."
Schweiker first proposed what
Planned Parenthood now derides as
the "snitch rule" in February. 182,
and asked for public comment
. "He got over 120,000 comments,
and the overwhelming majority of
them were negative." Barker
claims.
HHS's Mack did not confirm
those figures, however. "
The day before resigning,
Schweiker said he would re-publi- sh
the rule in the Federal Register.
Unless the courts intervene, the
rule win go into effect 60 days in
late Ifarch or early April after
being published in the Register.
Planned Parenthood is asking the
court to intervene, claiming the law
will cause "irreparable damage" to
teenagers who won't seek birth
control for fear of being discovered
by their parents, and to planned
Parenthood itself.
"The government has 60 days to
answer our charges, and the new
nominee (for HHS chief) may want
to rethink the rule, so we don't
know where we stand right now."
Barker says.
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Archeology Not As Fun
As Movies May Portray
Continued from Page 1
At the end of the Dark Ages the
Dorians had arrived. "When and
how did the Dorians enter Crete?
What happened to those lovely 1U-noan- s,"
asked Day.
Day and her colleagues excavat-
ed sites-
-
on Vronda and Kastro
which had been dog at the torn of
the century by an American Ar-cheolo- glst
Harlett Boyd, whose
scanty and unpublished results
made the work of Day in 1SU more
difficult
At Vronda the tombs were
cleaned and re-excavat- ed. A pot
found in the shape of a bird indi-
cates that there was trade with the
Isle of Cyprus. Vronda also gave up
another secret in a newly found
tomb: Vronda X. Unfortunately the
tomb had been completely robbed,
but in a pig dug into the bed rock in
the floor of the tomb were found
the skeletons of dogs and puppies.
This practice of burying dogs is
alluded to in Homer and was prac-
ticed throughout the period in My-ce- ne
and Crete. At Knossos both
dogs and donkeys have been found
in graves. According to Day they
seem to be "the sentimental burial
of beloved pets. One in Athens was
found with a beef bone in its head."
Here are the headlines ...
The Voice Investigative staff has
discovered that the Abbot of Galpin
has ordered a backhoe in order to
facilitate his low profile mainte-
nance. The Dean's Friend (Dick)
has requested that a trench be dug
for him also.
Dorm Directors roll out for week-
end.
Don't worry, Ron. Our president
has had a popularity problem for
years and he takes trips to Califor-
nia too!
. Love is blind.
Feed the 3rd world Greeks I Prac-
tice mouth to mouth mastication!
Walrus goes to Hollywood to
spread the word. But no-on- e hears.
Ordinary people invade heavenly
city.
12:00...12:10...12:20... What hap-
pened to that roast beef sandwich
that I wanted?
As the Winter Quarter Blues start
to set in. it is the responsibnty of
each of us to watch out for his or
her neighbor. Here are some symp-
toms: 1. Studies to cope
2. Studies often to the point of
oversaturation
3. Goes to class while studying.
4. Drives while studying
5. Is injured as a result of study-
ing.
6. Gets in trouble with the law as
a result of studying.
7. Studies more and more to
achieve the same effect
8. Denies the possibility of a
Traditional
stylos and cuts.
Boyd had interpreted the stone
buildings on the mountain at Kas-- .
tro to be the Chieftain's house., but
Day claims that It is the remains of
an entire settlement with a eour-tyr- d
which may be related to the
later Greek Agora. Finds at the site
were uncommon - but, said Day.
included "fragments of fine deco-
rated ware which helped us date
Agean chronology has been estab-
lished in sequence relative to
changes In fine ware (pottery)
styles. Also found was a shrine with
small terra eotta animals reminis-
cent of the Minoan religion. Boyd
had excavated four graves, only
three of which can be found today.
In one of these were four gold rta;s
and a gold bead.
"Sorry folks. That's the extent of
the fabulous gold treasure,'
quipped Day.
This Is the extent of the evidence.
xne reasons xor ins ananaonmesi
of the site around TOO B.C. might be .
clearer if we knew why these
people had originally moved to the
mountains from the fertile plain.
Day suggested pirates or invasions.
The tombs at Vronda illustrate a
continuity in Minoan and Myeenean
culture and Kastro is the continua-
tion of Vronda.
Life In The Heavenly City
studying problem.
s. Experiences wacxouu as a
result of studying
10. Shows frequent moodiness.
Irritation and anger without appar-
ent cause.
11. Has physical complaints relat-
ing to extreme studying, such aa
12. Relies on studying as a substi-
tute for a social life.
"Am I Normal," an early sex
education film for young boys, was
seen by the entire Geology club last
week.
Where is all the snow for the
Winter Carnival? On Blssmsn
Third.
BEALL STREET BLUES
"Captain Aaton, who's on the
kidnapping case?" "Which one
cnieii Mr. swinenan or aianay, me
president's dog?" "Why Undr'
case, of course! The rresiaem
nan iinaet" "WelL Chief. Officer
Short and Sergeant Billhouse are
checking out aome promising
leads." "Listen. Captain. Our Jobs
are riding on that little doga life!"
"Easy Chief, Sergeant Billhouse is'
working over the Biasman organ!-- ,
sation. His squeal tells him that
Biasman may ransom for approval
ui wloj or ou mm luuum niiig
activities." "Oh! Jesus, this could
get ugly. Take everyone off the
Swinehart case and make the dog's
case top priority." I know that the
deans' office win back us on this
one. Chief, but the commander of
food service . must be rescued."
"The dog first Captain. I even
want the Midnight Rider on this
case." "Okay, Chief. What about
extra funding? We may have to
spread some around for info or
bring in outsiders." "No problem.
Anton. I'm sure that well get full
co-operat- ion from the top. If we
break this one, you can bet on some
new office space!'
Will Chief get new office space?
Win the Biasman boys feed Man-dy- ?
What Is a Vetera?
Stay Tuned.
- P.S.: Get well Joe. -- -
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Volleyball Team Goes
Into Action At Tourney
BY PETE BOTTI
The third edition of the College of
Wooster Men's Volleyball team be-
gins today and tomorrow at the
Ohio State Invitational Tourna-
ment. Because the Scots will par-
ticipate in the Midwestern Interco-
llegiate Volleyball Association
Tarsity league, mostly comprised of
Division I schools, the team's fu-
ture is difficult to predict because
the Scot's previous opponents have
been primarily Division II and in
schools. Furthermore, the Scots
present strengths and weaknesses.
The Scots have four returning
starters, all of whom are seniors:
MS
a1-
-
arY
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Larry Bishop, Todd Edel, Pete
Padolik, and Dan Schulte. Because
they have experience, there is rea-
son for optimism. Having already
played together for a season, they
have developed a valuable asset
togetherness
However, the Scots are unfortun-
ate in other respects. Two starters,
Larry Bishop and Dan Schulte,
have sustained minor ankle injuries
in practice. Nevertheless, these two
Scots will be able to play but not to
their full potential. Also, junior
starter Steve Webster will not be
able to compete this weekend due
to a leg injury.
Another weakness is their team
height, a significant component for
volleyball. The Scot Spikers are at
a great disadvantage because their
average height is 6'0, while their
opponent's average height ranges
from 6'2 to 6'4. Because the Scots
are smaller, they will have to
compensate by being scrappy in
defense; on the offensive end, they
will have to run a quick middle
attack.
This Sunday at 1 p.m. the Scots
will tangle with the formidable
Purdue Boilermakers for their first
home match of the season.
The team will then play an exhi-
bition match against Ball State
University (ranked 9th in the
NCAA), Thursday at 6 p.m. in the
Multipurpose gym, and then cap off
their week with a Saturday home
tri-mat- ch against the University of
Michigan and George Williams Col
lege.
ScBlfflge
nSnscscsDuaontt
wiittlhi H.ID).
at
2730 Cleveland Rd.
Hours for Winter months:
Monday thru Saturday 6 a.m. to p.
Sunday 7 a.m. to t p.m.
Weekender Special: $ 5 75
Rlbeye steak, soup,
salad bar, and potatoes
Special good Saturdays between 5 p.m. and p.m.
Student I.D. applicable.
jnr
Davo Bryan:
Scot Sport Scene
It is here! The moment we have
all been waiting for with great
anticipation; the opening home
match for the men's volleyball
club. After playing in a tournament
at Ohio State tomorrow, the Scots
open up at home against Purdue
University. Big name, big game
type deal. The Scot spikers are
looking for Steve Webster to hurry
back into shape after his "auto"
accident. Good luck to coach,
Beesh, Tod and Petey!
The men's basketball team con-
tinues to impress the OAC with
their newly found offensive explo-
sions. Chris Thomas did most of the
damage last game with 18 points.
This is the roughest part of the
Scots' schedule. Northern, the two
Berg's (Heidel and Witten) and
Muskie will prove to be either the
life or the death of the Scots. Those
four games go away, home, home,
away. Turn out and support the
Scots tomorrow for the first Berg
game.
How about those Scotties? With a
Division III leading defense of 48.5
points per game, three players
averaging double figures and a
bench that is dynamite, how can
Coach Nichols go wrong.
Kris Leslie was named Ohio's
Division III player of -- last week
with her 38 point. 12 rebound out-
burst. On Tuesday, Leslie sur-
passed a Wooster milestone as she
became the all-ti-me leading scorer
in Scottie history. By scoring 16
points, she upped her career total
to 818 points.
The 14-- 2 Scotties take to the road
for the next two weeks and part of
a third before returning home to
face Bluffton on Feb. 19.
If the Scotties continue their win-inn- g
ways, look for them to host an
opening round game of the National
Division III tournament in late
February. After that, it is up for
grabs. '
Men's and women's swimming
a
pulled off wins over Ohio Wesleyan
on Saturday after losing to Kenyon
on Friday. Both teams are begin-
ning to hit their peaks at the right
time, too. All the remaining meets
are away for the Scots and Scotties,
so if you missed them in action, it
was your loss. Start pushing hard
for nationals!
The biggest news in the world of
wrestling ' was the loss of John
Srock for the rest of the season.
The word on the grapevine is that
something is wrong with one of his
ribs. This Is the biggest loss the
Scots' grapplers will have all sea-
son.
In intramural action, the A' con-
tinues to be dominated by the 9'ers(54), Kappa Chi (4-0- ), and Throw-
er's Team (4-0- ). Well have to wait
until these teams meet in league
action to see who is the real top
dog.
WAFU has the top record in the
s division of B' league. Their 5--0
mark is one half game ahead of the
Snatch and Kappi Chi (b) (4-0- ).
The two big games for this division
were last night (Kappa Chi vs.
Snatch) and Tuesday (WAFU vs.
Kappa Chi).
In the letters division, 6BB is 4--0
and the Omega's I team is 8--0.
They are the two on top, due the
Supreme Court's loss to Douglass.
And now, it's bragging time. I
was only three points off on my
prediction (24-1- 7) to the final score
of 27-1- 7. I also said Biggins would
dominate the game if he gained
over 100 yards, that David Woodley
would get the hook, and that Srock
would come in to lead a comeback.
The 'Skins didn't give Darling Don
a chance to show his stuff.
The only thing I have to say
about the outside world of sports
this week is that Nevada-La- s Vegas
should have been named fl. Any
team that is undefeated by this
point of the season in Division I
deserves to be 1.
Mow appearing In the CwritM Careens!
North Coast
Tuotday Collaga I.D. Mltm
Tuesday. Waeneseey. 8--11 Ban.
Thursday, StM-lSt- M
Friday. Saturday. 8-- 1
Monday Happy Hour 4tS9llxi9 '
Tuotday Happy Hour 4x3$ to 12tSm
Wodnosday Is ladlaa Mltm
AH drinks for our wonw sweats
rill be half price.
Thursday Is Mmxlcan Mltm.
eney
COOCTA&IOUNGE
ore mbkmvs s m to i am
HHDAY a SATURDAY S PM TO 1 M
SUNDAY CAMY-OU-T ONLY
S PM TO II AM
- OOSfDTUB
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Winning Streak Continues
BY PETE BOTTI
The Fighting Scots' perform-
ances last week were impressive,
as they not only extended their
OAC winning streak to four games,
but also earned some respectability
in the conference.
The Scots were victorious by
substantial margins, subduing Ken-yo- n
64-4-3 and Oberlln 66-5- 2, to
improve their record to 9--9 (4-3- ).
Too apparent for the Scots' success
is the solid defensive play and the
improved field goal shooting per-
centage. ,
On Jan. 29, having won three
very satisfying OAC games, and
the momentum on their side, the
Scots invaded the Kenyon Lords.
According to Wooster's Coach
Brown, "We played exceptionally
wen on defense, and because we
did, grabbing rebounds, boxing out
wen, and causing turnovers, the
offense got the ban, and scored a
lot of layups and fast break bas-
kets."
Alan Wentz rose to the occasion
for the Scots, as he shut down
Russell, Kenyon's offensive spark-
plug (16.9 ppg average), throughout
most of the game. Because Woo-
ster's defense was fortified, Kenyon
was unable to penetrate, and was
forced to shoot from the outside.
The Lords were no real threat
though, as they made only 86 per-
cent of their fielders. The Scots
outrebounded Kenyon 34 to 22.
For the most part, the Scots
offense played well, never relin-
quishing the lead in the game. With
the exception of the first half when
Lane Line
Scot Swimmers
The men's swim team came roar-
ing back from a defeat at the hands
of the National Champion Kenyon
Lords to level the visiting Tigers of
Ohio Wesleyan University, 84-2-8.
The Scots lost little time getting
going, taking firsts in the first
three events and giving up only two
firsts the entire meet
The Scots attack was led by two
freshmen and a sophomore. Diver
Tim Bruno handily defeated his
competition on both the 1 and 3
meter boards and sophomore Co-Capt- ain
Bffl Andrew took first In
the 200 Llf. and butterfly making
them the Scots two double winners.
The real hero of the meet was
distance freestyler Tony Love. He
took first in the 500 freestyle, sec-
ond in the 1000, and third in the 200
MADf TOOKCOt ,
QEESE reVBON SAUSAGE
MUSH800JH ANCHOVB
PEPfEXS 0M0NS
A1SO - UNBAKB) PIZZA TO GO
Coccia
RESTAURANT
the Scots were impatient they
stffl managed to lead at halftime
26-1-5 the offense was laudable,
especially the inside penetration.
Because Wooster managed to get
the baU inside, they created more
scoring opportunities. Wooster
cashed in on 54 percent of their
shots from the field.
However, if Wooster could have
connected on more than 53 percent
of their foul shots, they could have
expanded the winning margin even
more.
Chris Thomas paced the Scots
with a game-hig-h 16 points, scoring
points in the first half, and 9
rebounds. Ron Beal contributed 11
points to aid the Scots.
On Jan. 28. the Scots hosted the
Oberlln Yeomen, led by the Beard
brothers. Elliot and Byron, who
were the third and sixth leading
scorers, 20.2 and 17.1 ppg., respec-
tively in the OAC conference. Woo-
ster's defense was designed to halt
Elliot's offensive play; subsequent-
ly, emerged Wentz, who was faced
with the challenge of denying Elliot
Beard the ball. "Alan did a good
Job of denying Elliot Beard the ban
on the perimeter. When Beard did
get the ban, it took a team effort to
control him as the defense was Just
superb," said Coach Brown. The
Yeomen's 38 field goal percentage
was indicative of the Scots' fine
defense.
Wooster played well offensively
in both halves. The Scots moved
the ban inside well, notably Smith
and Wentx who dished out five and
four assists, respectivley, to open
breaststroke. Love turned in per-
sonal bests in the two freestyle
events and Coach Flohr said, "it
was Just time for him to have a
good meet and he did. His times
were personal bests and I think he
will continue to improve." Said the
modest Love after the meet."I Just
felt really good."
Though Flohr stffl maintains that
it is too early to say who will
qualify for. Nationals and in what
events, she did predict that the
team win finish in the top four at
the conference meet She added to
this that "the team's strength is in
their unity, we don't have any
standouts." -
The team w&l travel to Witten-
berg this weekend in a meet that
Flohr says she expects to win.
TH PIZZA WITH TKS KG
SCST"
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men underneath for some points.
When their shots were off target,
many times the Scots grabbed the
offensive rebound, and put it back
into the basket Smith, Beal, and
Thomas, known as Wooster's Big
Three, were excellent offensively in
the first half. Smith scored 13 of his
game-hig- h 21 points, while Thomas
and Beal scored eight points each
in the first half to lead the Scots to
a 32-2-3 halftime lead.
Wooster never looked back in the
second half, as they had leads
varying from 11 to 17 points. How-
ever, the Scots could have put the
game away earlier if they would
have made more than 53 percent of
their foul shots.
Smith not only sparkled offen-
sively but also defensively, hauling
down six rebounds. In addition to
Smith's superior performance,
there were other commendable re-
sults. Thomas grabbed six re-
bounds, and Beal finished with 14
points. Scott McCormlck asserted
himself under the boards, as he
grabbed a game high eight of
Wooster's total 37 rebounds to
Oberlin's 30.
Wooster sank 51 percent of their
shots from the field, while Oberlln
made only 38 percent of their shots.
Tomorrow, the Scots host Heidel-
berg. Although Heidelberg is 10-- 9
(2-- 3) as of last Saturday's results,
they are talented offensively: they
have four of the OACs top scorers,
and as a team, they are second in
the OAC in total offense. Berg is
inconsistent, as the records
By DON SANDFORD
Women Swimmers
Rebounding from a stinging 64-5-1
loss to the ladies of Kenyon Col-- I
lege, the women's swim team came
back to defeat the visiting O.S.U
team.
The Scotties were paced by soph-
omore Amy Russ, who took three
firsts in the 50 breaststroke, 200
LM., and the 200 breaststroke. In
the 200 breaststroke. her 2:38.63
clocking was fast enough to qualify
her for Nationals. Head Coach Judi
Flohr says that she will be one of
the top three in the State this year
and the top 12 In the nation.
Co-Capta- in Sherri Sterling fin
ished a fun lap ahead of the second
place woman In the 200 butterfly
with a time that was four seconds
faster than the National Qualifying
team. She also took first in the 200
backstroke, and was the lead swim-
mer in the victorious 200 freestyle
relay, which narrowly missed qual
ifying for Nationals. Flohr, speak-
ing on Sterling's performance in
the fly said, "Though the event is
new to her, it will add to her
versatility. We wffl Just enter her in
everything that she qualifies for
and then just see what it looks like
she wffl do the best In."
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Wooster won In a 68--52 decision against Oberlln last Wednesday
night at the PEC. Photograph by Michael VelofL
Srock Is Injured;
Two Meets Lost
BY LIZ GARBER
Did you ever have a feeling as
the day wears on that you should
have slept right through it? That
must have been the way Bob Yom-bor- o.
the wrestling coach, felt at
Thursday's last home match of the
season.
The grapplers lost to Baldwin-Walla- ce
(42-6-). Wooster's points
were scored by senior Pete Meyers
who deeisioned his opponent 9--6 and
a forfeit by B--W in the 150 lbs.
weight class.
Along with the team loss, a team
member, John Srock, sustained an
Injury. During the second period of
the match, the referee stopped the
match. Srock had to default the
match and was taken to Wooster
Community Hospital for x-ra- ys.
As suspected, Srock had broken a
rib and pulled cartilage. The injury
wffl probably keep John out for the
rest of the season. When asked if
there was a possibility that he
might wrestle again this year,
Srock answered, "Right now I'm
Mary Kwf 1
with IIH
Carol William
Hiomi ass-ais- a
not sure, rn have to listen to my
body." That doesn't 'sound too
promising, but never underesti-
mate John Srock.
The matmen had another meet
on Saturday against Ohio Wesley-
an. The scores through the entire
meet were very close and the two
Wooster forfeits at 118 and 180 gave
OWU the final advantage (Wooster
20.OWU2T).
Gaining superior decisions for
Wooster were sophomore Kent
Thurston with a match score of 14--0.
and senior Pete Meyer at 142 lbs.
scoring 19 points to his opponent's
three.
A third year wrestler for Woos-
ter. Steve Chychlyk deeisioned his
158 lbs. opponent T-- S. This added
three points to Wooster's score and
Tim Glasser did the same thing to
his opponent Keith Byers at ITT
added four points with a major
decision (14-8-) against his man.
Wooster travels to Indiana this
weekend to participate in the GLCA
Tournament
Classified
TYPING, experienced,
fast. 60 cents per page.
Call 264-553- 4. 4-11-- 18
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Leslie Leads Seotties In Hoops
BY PETE VAN HARTESVELDT game on Saturday.
The Wooster women'i basketball Playing at home en Tuesday, the
team lengthened Its winning streak Scots brought their record up to 14-t- o
nine last week after crushing 2 by beating CAC rivals Wesleyan
both CedarvUle and Ohio Wesleyan. by a score of 59-3- 5. After a relative-Playin- g
at CedarvUle on Satur-- iy glow first half, the Scots put it
day, the Scots rolled over their together in the second half, scoring
opponent by a 73-5-0 score. Maribeth more than twice as often as their
Bentler played an outstanding
game with 21 points and 21 re-
bounds. Pam Chapman also played
very well with 17 points and 12
rebounds. Kris Leslie was named
Ohio Division III Player of the
Week after her 24 point perform- -
opponent. Again the Scots had
three players in aouDie ngures.
Darlene Kemp scored 10 and Pam
Chapman scored 12. But the big
scorer was Kris Leslie with 16
points, which makes her Wooster' s
all-ti-me leading scorer, ane neeaea
ance on Jan. 25 and her 15 point nine points in the game to break
X X
Laura Pace's record of 811 points
set in 1979. The big basket came
with about 15 minutes left in the
second half after several near
misses.
The Scots are now 4--0 in the CAC
and are the 15th ranked Division HI
Team in the country. The objective
for the remaining five games is to
remain in the top 20. which would
rive the Scots a very good chance
at one of the 19 open NCAA tourna--j
ment oositions. The next four
sames are away, with the final
regular season game to be played
at home on Saturday, eD. vt.
Off --Campus Fair
To Offer Many Options
By EDITH E. IfeGANDY
If you think that "off campus
studies" at Wooster means a choice
between Urban Quarter and Woos-
ter in Vienna, the Off Campus
Studies Fair on February 17 is Just
the place for you to become in-
formed.
On Thursday, Feb. 17, from 11
a.m.--2 p.m. in --Lowry's main
lounge, the second annual Wooster
Off Campus Studies Program Fair
will be held. Represntatives -- from
all the foreign and domestic pro--
COLLEGE OF WOOSTER STUDENT ACTIVITIES BOARD
PRESENTS
SPRING BREAK DAYTONA BEACH
MARCH 18 -- 27, 1983
ECHO TRA VEL, ISC.
MC1S2571F
SIX PER ROOM
$195
FOUR PER ROOM
$209
TRIP INCLUDES
Round trip motor coach transportation via modem highway
coaches to Daytona Beach, Florida leaving Friday, Match IS.
Seven nighu accommodations at the exciting Plaia Hotel of
Daytona Beach. Located at 600 North Atlantic Ave., it if the
most demanded hotel on the strip at that time.
A truly great schedule of activities including our famous
pool deck parties and belly flop contest.
Optional excursions available to Disney World, Epcot, and
several other attractions.
Numerous bar and restaurant discounts.
The services of full time travel representatives,
All taxes and gratuities.
Guaranteed kitchenette or oceanfrotit available at small
additional charge. (4 per room only)
A QUALITY TRIP --A LOW PRICE-- A GREA TTIME
The Plaza Hotel. located right in the middle of the strip, is definitely the place to be during
spring break. Ask anyone who has been to Daytona. The hotel has a pool, big party deck,
restaurant, four bars, color TV, air conditioned rooms and plenty of activities. Pictures are
available where you sign up. Our motor coaches are nothing but the highest quality highway
coaches. We also give you more extras wit h our trip than anyoae else. Dont blow it and go on
a lower quality trip. LAST YEAR O VER PEOPLE ENJOYED THIS TRIP.
SIGN UP NOW AT THE
STUDENT ACTIVITIES BOARD OFFICE
BETWEEN 9 AM-- 4 PM
OR CALL 263-25- 58
OR 263-2C- 60
grams in which Wooster partici-
pates will be available to distribute
materials and answer questions.
Wooster boasts several strong
programs exclusively for Wooster
students. Among these are the in-
ternational .programs which take
students to Bogota (Columbia),
Greece, Vienna (Austria), Pella(Jordan) --and Israel. These pro-
grams are long standing at Woo-
ster, and have been designed by
Wooster faculty especially for
Wooster students.
Equally exciting is the broad
range of Goethe Institute, Institute
of European Studies, (IES) and
Great Lakes College Association(GLCA) programs which Wooster
shares with other colleges and uni-
versities.. "
The Goethe Institutes are "scat-
tered throughout Germany, most
located in small picturesque
towns," giving students the oppor-
tunity to learn German in a more
natural setting than in big cities.
IES takes students all over Eu-
rope with centers in several cities
in Britain and France, and In
Germany, Spain and Austria. "The
IES Centers offer courses in histo-
ry, government, economics, and
the arts."
New among Woosters generous
offerings of international programs
are the study opportunities, in Cor-
doba (Spain) and Mexico City.
More Information about thse will be
available at the fair.
The choices among Wooster's do-
mestic programs are. equally excit-
ing. Program options in Washing-
ton, New York. Oak Ridge,
Chicago, Cleveland, Portland, Phil-
adelphia, San Diego and other U.S.
locations offer study, research and
practical opportunities for students
of all disciplines.
The purpose of the Off Campus
Study Programs Fair is "to give
students some idea of the range of
programs available," according to
Dean Holllday. She, in cooperation
with- - Pam Brown (a Wooster stu-
dent), CPPS, David Hopkins (Di-
rector of Babcock). and the mem-
bers of the Faculty Committee on
International Education, has coor-dint- ed
the fair. Holiday encourages
students to "shop around" for the
program most suited to their inter- -
est.
Flair Travel
Consultants
346 E. Bowman St.
Wooster
For Your Convenience
Just Off Th Collog Ciniama
your SawlMf rik
ny rsnnratton
CALL
264-650- 5
TalMl.t
